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OBJECTIVES:

To conduct quantitative exploratory analyses of how catch rates of Southern Bluefin Tuna (SBT)
are affected by environmental factors, such as temperature patterns and water (tepfh, for the region

south of Tasmania up to fhe southern half of New South Wales.

The selection of environmental factors is to be guided by analysing the collection of Observer
Reports, from Australian observers placed aboard Japanese fishing vessels, to determine the
environmental indicators and thdr importance in targeting operations and catch rates.

Variations of catch rates and size of SBT with time are to be assessed in relation to indices such as
the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) for regional changes in water masses, and in relation to local
variations in the patterns of water mass distribution.



NON TECHNICAL SUMMARY:

An analysis of fhe historical data from the long-line Southern Bluefin Tuna (SBT) fishery off south

eastern Australia was carried out to determine the temporal and spatial trends of catch-per-unit-effort

(CPUE) in relation to environmental effects. Past studies of catch rates show that within a preferred

tempCTature range, SBT aggregations are likely to be associated with meanders, frontal systems and

upwelUngs. In addition in regions of topographic protmsions, aggregations are likely when these

protrusions intercqit seasonal migrations of the major frontal systems. Off SE Australia, the major

frontal system associated with SBT catches is fhe Sub-Tropical Convergence Zone, a broad band of

mixed subtropical and subantarctic wata-s extending from southern NSW to well south of Tasmania.

A review of the Observer Rqxarts indicated temperature as the top ranked fishing indicator with

moon phase the next highest ranked indicator.

Off SE Australia, the preferred temperatwe ranges deaeases proceeding from the north east to the

south west sectors of fhe Tasmanian fishing zone. The range of 15.2 - 16.4°C with an optimal value

of 15.8 C for the north east sector is not in disagreement with the much earlier observations of

CSIRO researcher Hynd. Deaeases of up to 2.6 C are noted for the south west sector relative to tfae

north east. There are two fishing seasons, a winter and a summer fishery, with larger fish being

prefffentially caught in the summer fishery off fhe southern and soufh-western sections.

Temporal trends indicate a sharp decline in the average weight of SBT caught, relative to other size

classes, from 1989 up to 1995 with a slight increase in the median weight from 1991 to 1994; an

alternate explanation is that the contribudon of juvenile fish inCTeased. Up to 1988 there was a range

of small and large (>80 kg) fish being caught, however from 1989 onward, the catch of largo: fish

diminished. The last few years of the study period give no significant indication of the return of large

fish as measured by their relative contribution to the catch histogram.

SBT caught for the spring/summer fisha-y also shows a decline in the contribution of larger fish to

the total catch firom 1991 onwards. Whilst small fish are found throughout the sector from south of

Tasmania up to NSW, the distribution since 1989 shows a much more widespread and intense

distribution of small fish particularly noticeable for the areas ofif south-eastern Tasmania. The

distribution for 1994 and 1995 are less intense and in keeping with the lower intensity distributions

of the 80's. In contrast, the distribution of large fish shows a distribution fhat is largely restricted to

(he region from south-west to south-eastern Tasmanian and the area off NSW.. Trends are difficult

to discern but there is a suggestion that since 1989, the intensity of aggregations off NSW has been

in continual decline - in contrast to the trend for the small fish. However there does not seem to be a

clear general spatial pattern associated with this temporal trend.



Yearly trends in CPUE show an overall cyclical variation beguining in 1980. When examined with

respect to the weight of SBT, the cyclical trend is not obvious in the different weight classes. The

50-75kg size category is the only one to shows recent inCTeases but all the other classes show a

declining trend. The hypothesis that the trends for the juvenile fish reflect downstream effects of the

western surface fishery is not supported by the observed substandal decUne in this size class

tIfouglioutfheBO'sw^ declme. Nonetheless they may well be a

downstream effect which needs to be analysed as part of a wider study.

The spatial distribution by weight class show remarkable clusters of larger fish at the two extremities

of the study region with gradations of weight proceeding into the middle of the area. Streams of

larger fish are noticed along the shelf-break and outer offshore regions. The observation of catches

of large fish off NSW in winter is hypothesised to be due to the increased productivity associated

with the deqp stirring of cooler waters by energetic eddies which is targeted by the large fish which

migrate in the Seep cooler waters up to that region.

Statistically, distributions of CPUE do not appear to be enhanced with moonphase although there is

greater concentration of effort following the new moon and just before full moon with consequently

greater overall catches during these periods of intensified effort. However mean values of CPUE,

and average weights, do show a trend with highest catches occurring at the full moon phase,

particularly the waxing phase. Whilst these increases are relatively small, they imply that such

statistics as the mean are biased by an increase in the outliers of high catch rates during the full moon

phase. This is interpreted as bemg due to an enhanced aggregation of largo- fish during the full

moon phase.

Yearly catch rates, and average weights, of SET off eastern and southern Tasmania do appear to

relate to tfae Southern Oscillation Index. Warm phases of SOI, when the index is negative and

conditions off eastern Australia are relatively cool, are accompanied by iircrease catch rates and

smaller fish, and vice-versa for the cool phase of SOI.

A variety of measures of the spatial structure of the environment were calculated from the satellite

images of SST. Of these, the spatial structure, as measured by the principal angle of correlation,

was influenced by the extent of warm, or cold, water masses m the regions. Significant correlation

was also noted between the extent of warm/cold water masses (as measured by fhe median

temperature) and the coherence of the spatial structure. The lack of significant correlation between

CPUE for small SBT (under 25kg weight average) and the spatial structure variables, as opposed to

some significant correlation with the variance of CPUE, indicates that the relative success, or



otherwise, of catch rates are more consistently related to some environmental factors. The corollary

inference is ttiat variations of CPUE, at least for the years analysed (1990-1995) are influenced by

factors other than those environmental factors used, or by other intrinsic variations occurring outside

the fishing zone analysed.

In conclusion, fhere are substantial temporal and spatial variations in CPUE as well as the size of

SBT. Of fhese variations, spatial tempCTature variations in the study zone, in association with

bathymetry, appear to influence the general spatial distribution of CPUE and size of SBT. Catch

rates and size of SBT off eastern and southern Tasmania are significantly correlated with the

Southern OsciUation Index (SOI), opening the possibility of predicting catch rates through forecasts

of fhe SOI index. A wider study examining the downstream effects of the western surface fishery off

WA and SA is recommended to examine the impacts of regional variations in fishing activities.

There is a noticeable inCTease in catch rates with full moon, particularly the waxing phase. Overall,

the changes in mean catch rates with moonphase are small and reflect a bias by outUers of large

catch rates which are inferred as being due to enhanced aggregations during full moon. Observations

of large SBT in the northern section of the fishing zone appear to be related to the unique energetic

oceanic conditions off southern NSW. However temporal variation in CPUE from 1990-1995 do

not appear to be sigmficanfly correlated with the chosen environmental factors although the variance

of CPUE is correlated to the extent of warm/cold water masses. The consistency of CPUE, rather

than CPUE itself, appears to be more strongly influenced by local environmental factors.
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An analysis of spatial and temporal variations in catch rates of Southern Bluefin Tuna (SBT) m

relation to environmental factors was conducted for the region south of Tasmania up to the

southern half of New South Wales. Substantial temporal and spatial variations were evident in

catch-per-unit-efifort (CPUE) as well as the size of SBT and attempts were made to relate these to

environmental influences. Of these variations, spatial temperature variations m die study zone, in

association with bafhymefty, appear to mfluence the general spatial distribution of CPUE and size

of SBT. Catch rates and size of SBT off eastern and southern Tasmania arc significantly correlated

with fhe Southern Oscillarion Index (SOI), opening the possibility of predicting catch rates through

forecasts of the SOI index. A wider study examining the downstream effects of the western

surface fishery off WA and SA is recommended to examine the unpacts of regional variations in

fishing activities. There is a noticeable increase in the mean value of catch rates with full moon,

particularly the waxing phase. Overall, the changes in mean catch rates with moonphase are small

and reflect a bias by outliers of large catch rates which are inferred as bemg due to enhanced

aggregations during full moon. Observations of large SBT in Ihe nortfaem section of the fishmg

zone appeal to be related to the unique energetic oceanic conditions off southern NSW. Temporal

variation in CPUE from 1990-1995 do not appear to be significantly correlated with the chosen

environmental factors although the variance of CPUE is correlated to the extent of wann/cold

water masses. The consistency of CPUE, rather than CPUE itself, appears to be more strongly

influenced by local environmental factors.

Overall, the efiFect of environmental factors is scale-dependent; at scales involving regional

variations in water masses, SOI-related effects are significant whilst at smaller scales, the structure

of the water mass mfluences the consistency or otherwise of catch rates. The corollary mfercnce is

that variations ofCPUE, at least for the years analysed (1990-1995) are mfluenced by factors other

than those environmental factors used, or by other intrinsic variations occurring outside the fishing

zone analysed.



A critical aspect of current international mterest m stock levels of southern bluefin tuna (SET)

concerns the inteipretation of spatial and temporal changes in the distribution of various age

classes. The interest is spurred by the expectation of a recovery with the international quota

controls introduced since 1983 (Caton, 1991) and the subsequent reduction m the Australian purse-

seine fishery. However the evidence of such a recovery, on a global scale, is masked by

mdicadotis of more effective spatial targeting by the high-seas fleet in recent years (Campbell and

Tuck 1996), compounded by the substantial interannual, and seasonal, variability in spatial

distribution and intensity of aggregations of SBT in their feeding grounds (Campbell et al., 1996,

Tucketal., 1996).

On a global scale, trends ofcatch-per-unit-effort (measured as the number of tuna caught per 1000

hooks) show tantalising increases for certain fishing areas, the most notable of which is the feeding

area comprising the Tasmanian fishing grounds. Here, the CPUE trend for young fish showed a

promising increase which peaked in 1993 but has smce declined. Part of the decline may well be

due to the substantial increase in effort off this area for the same period but an alternate

explanation, which is equally plausible m fhe absence of supporting analyses, is that the recent

declme is due to natural environmentally-induced variations.

This report exammes fhe trend and spatial distribution of catch rates of SBT off SE Australia with

a view to interpreting the influence of environmental factors. The problem is one ofdisentangling

environmental factors from a host of other factors. Foremost amongst these are the changes

induced by fishing activities both locally and globally which induce depletion of stock levels,

changes in the relative composition of different age classes, potential alterations in the local

ecosystem composition (preys and predators) and density-dependent activities (such as feeding

success, growth and social/schooling aggregations). Recent scientific analyses submitted as part of

the scientific deliberations of the Trilateral negotiations show evidence for the alteration in growth

parameters which has significant implications on estimates of parental biomass (eg Heam and

Polacheck, 1993). Our concern here is primarily with catch rates and their mterpretation.

With the multiplicity of factors that need to be considered, the approach adopted here is what is

termed Exploratory Data Analysis or EDA. The emphasis is on graphical display of potential

associations using a variety ofdatasets and analyses. This phase is a precursor to the development



of models guided by the understanding, and insights into, processes gained from EDA.

Subsequent stages involve prcdictive studies to verify the process understandmg incoqiorated in

the models. We primarily limit ourselves here to the EDA phase but note that other projects such

as the SeaWiFS fisheries oceanography project bemg conducted by a number of organisations

(unpublished FRDC proposal) will attempt to make progress to the prcdictive stage.



The role of environmental factors on pelagic fisheries has been the subject of considerable interest

and study for much of the latter half of this century. The impact of the so-called El-Nino induced

changes in upwellmg off the Peruvian coast on the sardine and other associated marine resources is

the best known example. Massive changes m upwelling caused by coupled trans-Pacific changes

m abnosphere-ocean interacdons cause direct and large-scale impacts on the Peruvian fisheries.

On lesser scales, the effects of upwellings on a range of pelagic fishenes (discussed below)

suggests direct links between upwelling, nutnent input to the photic zone, primary production and

small pelagics. It is however fair to say that the role of environmental factors on larger pelagics

has not been well documented.

Yamanaka (1978), m reviewing the work of Japanese scientists summarises two streams of

research on tunas: 1) The "current system theory" in which the life cycle of ftma at vanous stages

in its ecology are linked to special current systems, and 2) The theory that tuna aggregate in

regions ofupwelling and/or fi-ontal systems with enhanced primary production. Yamanaka (1978)

summarised the state of the woik at that time by saying fhat much progress has not been made m

the difBcult task of studying the relationship between environmental factors and stock size.

However, for fisheries operations, the fi-ontal theory had much to offer if better facilities for the

dissemination of satellite imagery were developed.

The extensive experience of Japanese longline skippers combined with the detailed historical data

contained in logbooks submitted to Japanese research oiganisations have allowed Japanese

researchers to gain valuable insights mto environmental effects on local distributions. Warashina

et al (1989) summarise much of this understandmg in detailing two hypotheses based on

examinations of sea surface temperature, bottom topographic data and logbook data. The two

hypotheses are:

1. Seamounts, plateaus and other topographic structure provide regions of aggregation when they

mtercept the seasonal migration of major fi-ontal systems such as the subtropical conveigence

zone.



2. In areas of strong boundary current regimes such as the Agulhas Current, productive zones (in

terms of primary productivity) formed from meanders or fi-ontal systems, associated with the

boundary current, provide sites of aggregation ofSBT.

Reports by Australian Observers aboard longline vessels indicate that off South Africa abnonnally

cold conditions will inhibit the appearance of fish normally found in a region. Thus whilst the

presence oftopographic structures or frontal systems provide sites for aggregation, a prerequisite

for the appearance of SBT is water temperatures within a suitable range associated with the fish.

Whilst these observations by the Japanese researchers provide valuable insights into the spadal

dynamics ofSBT, Warashina et al (1989) summarise the state of research, and the necessary future

research, by hypothesising that higher primary production may be associated with the dynamic

meanders of boundary currents and detailed study of this hypothesis using satellite ocean colour

data was required; biological factors of size and maturity and availability of food organisms were

also suggested as worthy offirture research.

A number of studies of other pelagic species also highlight the role of oceanographic features in

inducing aggregations. Off Chile, thermal fronts and upwellings are postulated to provide

aggregation sites for albacore (Barbieri et al 1989), and small pelagic species (Castillo et al 1996).

Concentration of sahnon fishing effort around topographic features and thermal boundaries off

Vancouver Is. Canada (Borstad et al 1989). A number of other studies also show that good fishing

areas for a range ofpelagic fish such as skipjack tuna, yellowfin tuna and albacore are located near

thermal fronts and upwellings (Laurs & Lynn, 1977, Breaker, 1983, Laurs, Fielder &

Montgomery, 1984, Maul et al. 1984, Fielder, Smith & Lauis, 1985, Fielder & Bemaid, 1987,

Ramos et al. 1996). For skipjack tuna (Katsnwomis Pelamns), Barkley et at (1978) use

laboratories studies to infer that small skipjack tuna are able to uihabit the warm surface waters of

the tropical and subtropical ocean but larger skipjack fish require cooler waters with unusually

higher concentrations of dissolved oxygen.

Much of the early Australian work on environmental effects on SBT off eastern Australia was

uutiated by Hynd (1968) who trialed the use of airborne inira-rcd radiation mapping in assisting

fisheries operations. This work was initiated in response to observations by fishermen that off"

NSW SBT aggregated in frontal regions where the surface temperature ranged from 16.7 to 20°C.

Preliminary trials with the mstrument successfully identified frontal areas in the preferred

temperature range where SBT were subsequently caught. The mapping program, whilst relatively

cmde (30nm transect separations) was capable of identifying frontal regions as well as movements



of the major water masses. The chronology of SBT movement off NSW, accordmg to Hynd

(1968) is that at the start of the season around August - September, SBT travel from the south till

they reach the 17°C isofhenn. This isothenn was usually located near Jervis Bay at that time of the

year. Once the SBT reach this isofhenn they form ripplmg schools but whilst travelling up from

the south they occur as small feedmg schools. The most productive fronts were suggested as bemg

in the range 18-19 C. The southward progression of the 2l°C isofhenn signified the end of the

fishing season for SBT but Hynd did not provide an indication when this was likely to occur. The

mapping program showed major changes in water masses, due to upwelling and intense currents,

taking place within a period of days, and that mapping at half-monfhly intervals was not adequate

to track such events.

The mapping program continued in 1968 (Hynd, 1969) and confirmed the findings of the previous

year. Most catches were m the vicinity affronts and generally in the blue water side of the front

rather than the "dirty" or "green water" side. Hynd (1969) also made the observation that whilst

fronts visible to the spotters may not always be accompanied by temperature changes, fronts

separating waters of distinct colour change were associated with temperature fronts. The

temperature maps were estimated to increase the fishing efficiency by 15 - 20% and to reduce

search costs by 20%.

A key aspect of the distribution of SBT off"NSW became apparent during the 1973 - 74 when

catch rates of young fish (2+ & 3+ year olds) declined dramatically compared to the late 60's and

71 - 72. Hynd (1974) shows that the waters ofFNSW were several degrees wanner compared to

previous seasons and above the level at which young fish arc generally caught (about 20°C) in

schools. Aerial spotting and airborne mapping further offshore (up to 1 lOnm compared to the

usual lunit of 40-50run) identified larger fish (4+ - 8+ year olds). Rochford (1981) in a later

analysis shows that the anomalous conditions are associated with anomalously high temperatures

in the norfh-eastem Coral Sea in preceding years. Using total catch as an mdex of abundance,

Rochford (1981) shows a possible correlation between the warm years of 1970, 1973 and 1976 and

low total catches of SBT off NSW. These three years were all associated with prior warming

events in the Coral Sea suggesting possible advection of anomalies from the Coral Sea. Rochford

(1981) proposes retention of the anomalous waters in anticyclonic warm core eddies and their slow

propagation (one year or more) from an origin m the Coral Sea as the likely mechanism to explain

the persistence of the NSW anomalies (In a later publication, Rochford (1983), suggests that the

warm core eddies have their origin solely within the waters of the East Australian Current - this is

more in keeping with current understanding of the eddy dynamics.). Rochford (1981) also



identified a gradual wanning over the period 1966-1977 of about 3°C which is not in disagreement

with the observed long-tenn declme of catches ofFNSW over the same period. Edwards (1979)

also provides some evidence of the long-term warming trend observed by Rochford (1981).

Whilst the datasets we present analyses for do not extend back to the 60's and 70's, the studies by

Hynd and Rochford provide some evidence, or at the very least, testable hypotheses for the effect

of environmental factors on the abundance, or perhaps catchability, of SBT ofifNSW. Given the

lack of an Australian fishery off Tasmania for the corresponding period, there are no corresponding

studies of the environmental eflects on catch rates of SBT for that region.

In summary, most studies are unanimous that pelagic fish all have a preferred range of temperature

(with the range dififering dependmg on the age of the fish), with a suggestion for at least one

species that dissolved oxygen may also present constramts for the adults of the species. Within the

preferred temperature range, aggregations of fish are likely to be associated with meanders, fi-ontal

systems and upwellings. In addition in regions oftopographic protmsions, aggregations are likely

when these protrusions intercept seasonal migrations of the major frontal systems.

Given the comparative lack of research on the Tasmanian sector of the SBT fishery, the initial plan

was to review the available detailed Observer reports on fishing activities compiled by the AFZ

(Australian Fisheries Zone) Observers placed aboard selected Japanese longline vessels operating

in the Australian EEZ. These reports up to those submitted for the 1995 field year were collated

and analysed by Mr Russell Bradford ofCSIRO whose full report is included in Sections 5 and 14.

The results of that report along with the review of the literature presented above were then used to

guide the subsequent analysis of the logbook data. Results of these analyses form the principal

conclusions of this study.
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Under the principals embodied m the United Nations Conventions on the Law of the Sea, Australia

may authorise access by foreign fishing interests to fishing resources which arc under-utilised by

the domestic industry. TTiis convention is the basis for Australia's jurisdiction of the 200 mile

Australian Fishing Zone (AFZ).

Two agreements exist allowmg foreign fishing vessels access to the tuna fishery. The first is a

bilateral agreement between the Commonwealth of Australia and the Government of Japan which

is based on access fees. A global limit of 1 1,7501 on the catch of SBT was set for 1993 through

trilateral negotiations between Australia, ]apan and New Zealand. Under the Bilateral agreement,

a maximum of 250 Jq)anese vessels are allowed to fish the Japanese quota of 6,0651 (1991/92) of

SBT in the Australian Fishing Zone. In 1991, area restrictions were in force allowmg a maximum

of 60 vessels off the east coast of Australia at any one time, 50 in Ihe area off the west coast, and

24 off" the coast of Tasmania. Tune and quota restrictions are also enforced on fishing within the

Tasmanian sector.

The second agreement is a joint venture agreement between the Tuna Longline Development Co-

operation Pty Ltd and the Australian government. Under this agreement a total of 21 Japanese

vessels (1991) are allowed access to the south-east region of the AFZ for SET during specified

times. As a condition of these agreements, vessels are required to allow observers on board to

monitor compliance with the restrictions on fishing within the Australian Fishing Zone.

The Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA) runs the Observer Program m

consultation with state fisheries departments and relevant research organisations such as CSIRO

Division ofFishenes and Bureau of Rural Resources (BRR). Both the CSIRO and BRR provide

specific advice and requests on the scientific data to be collected depending on the immediate and

long-term priorities of the program. The broad objectives of the Observer Program are:

1. Monitor compliance of vessels with their fishing agreements.

2 Collect vessel activity and catch data which is not normally obtaimble through logbook data.

3. Collect data for research programs supporting good fisheries management and for other

agencies, relevant to environmental awareness and management.

4. Collect information on gear used on the vessels or innovative techniques used to target

commercial fish.

The majority of the fishing masters employed by the Jomt Venture vessels have been fishing for

SBT for several years. The techniques they use to target the fish have been gained through

11



experience and by consultation with other fishing masters. Therefore, some of the targetmg

practices are mtuitive to the fishing masters and do not easily lend themselves to categorisation.

For this reason the interpretation of the data within the Observer's reports arc subjective and may

not necessarily be the mtended meanmg of the observer. Full debriefing of the observers would

aid in extracting a more concise understanding of the targeting practices, as well as a fall

appreciation of the knowledge passed on by the fishing masters.

This report aims to consolidate and summarise the data on southern bluefin tuna targeting practices

by Japanese longline vessels as outlined in the AFMA Observer reports and AFMA summaries of

those reports. The focus has been restricted to Japanese longline activity in the Tasmanian sector

oftheAFZ(AreaG).

The Tasmanian SBT fishmg season occurs m two distinct periods, the Tasmanian summer season

(TSS) ranges from November to January of the following year; the Tasmanian winter season

(TWS) falls between May and July of the same year. The winter season is the most important,

with fish of a higher fat content (i.e. more valuable) being caught at this time of year. A higher fat

content has been related to fish caught in cooler waters. However the role temperature may play m

raising fat content may be due to other temperaturc-related factors; for example, differences m prey

items. The Tasmanian SBT fishery is centred along the east coast, with some fishing to the south-

west of the state (Fig. 1). The majority of fishing occurs wifhm the area enclosed by latitude

42°00'S to 44°00'S and longitude 148°00'Eto 151°00'E.

5.1. Gear Details:

5.1.1. Mainline length

The average length of mainline set was 128.56 km. However, this length varied dramatically

between boats, ranging fi'om 60 km to 210 km. The length of the mainline does not appear to vary

with the area being fished. It is quite common though for the fishing master to vary the length of

the longlme from day to day and depending on the weather conditions. A shortened line is often

used, during severe weather or in areas prone to strong currents, in an effort to reduce the amount

oftanglmg and/or breakage.

5.1.2. Number of branchlines

Six snoods, or branchlines, per basket was the trend for targeting SBT, however there was some

variation, with the number of hooks varying between 5 and 7. The number of snoods was

occasionally mcreased in bad weather, to make up for the loss in total number of hooks due to

shortenmg of the mainlme. Note was also made of one vessel which decreased the number of

snoods in bad weather.
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5.1.3. Snood length (branchline)

Snood length was quite variable throughout the TV fleet; the average length was 36.3m. There was

a trend towards longer snoods bemg used the further south a vessel fished, however, the tend was

very weak. Summary report AA93(1) (see Section 14) noted an approximately 10m difference in

the average length of the snood between the TWS and TSS, 33.5m and 42.5m, respectively.

Snood length did vary within baskets on the same longline, although the normal set-up was for

snoods of equal length or for two to three different lengths. Puttmg longer snoods on the first and

last hook placing would reduce the overall depth range that the basket was fishing. Many fishing

masters set the first and last hooks slightly shallower m order to target shark.

5.1.4. Line setting and hauling

The timing of setting and hauling was highly variable. However, if conditions were good the

majority of the setting and hauling took place at approximately 0430 and 1415 h respectively.

Setting could occur at any time between 0100 -1200 h depending on the speed of hauling from the

previous night. Line breakages and tangles have the potential to extend the haulmg period over 24

hours.

The direction of setting was almost always in a north-south or south-north direction. During the

peak times of the season the vessels would be setting fheir Imes within three nautical miles of each

other. The high density of vessels restricted the amount of leeway to set the lines in a more

random fashion. Towards the end of the season, though, the vessels would disperse m search of

better fishing grounds. This resulted in an increase in the number of setting occurring m an "L"-

shape.

The duration of Ime setting was approximately 5 - 6h at a speed of about 10 knots. Whereas

hauling could take anywhere between 9 to 14 h depending on the number of tangles, breakages and

fish caught. Haulmg was generally done at a speed of 2 to 5 knots.

5.1.5. Soak time

Soak time, the time from the finish of line setting to the start of hauling, was fairly consistent

between the three zones shown in figure 1, averaging 4.5 h. To some extent soak time is

dependant on fhe length of the longlme and whether hauling begins where setting finishes. The

majority of TV vessels began their hauling with the last hook put in the water. Therefore, the first

hooks brought up have had the shortest soak time. Note was made in one report (east coast

Australia, not Tasmania) that tuna being hauled aboard dead (i.e. were caught at the time of

setting) had preferred squid bait, while those fish hauled onboard alive (i.e. caught during hauling)

had preferred mackercl bait. This report also noted that the fresher the bait the better.
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5.1.6. Min/max hook depth

The depth at which the hooks fished was also highly variable, ranging between 67.8 - 124.5m.

The majority of reports indicated no set reasoning which dictated the positionmg of hooks in the

water column. However, several reports mentioned that the fishing master would try to position

the hooks at the bottom of the plankton layer occurring at the top fhermocline. Additionally, there

was a trend m the south western sector for hooks one and six to be set deeper (91 m) cf those in the

south eastern sector (60 m).

5.1.7. Bait Species:

The bait species most often in use in the Tasmanian sector of the AFZ were squid, jack mackerel,

horse mackerel, and pilchard in order of importance. Squid were most often put on the hooks

fishing the shallowest depths. Bait was generally alternated, very few vessels baited all the hooks

with the same species. Artificial lures, mainly squid, were used on some vessels with varying

degrees of success. Several fishing masters used a small luminous bead or other sunilar fish

attractant unmediately above the baited hooks, hi general, artificial lures were thought to be more

expensive and not as successful as fresh bait.

5.2. Indicator Rankings:

The AFMA Observer reports list a number of mdicators used by the fishing master to target

southern bluefin tuna. These indicators are given a ranking, m order of importance, by the

observer based on discussions with the fishing master. Table 1 contains the averaged ranking for

each indicator. Not all indicators are used by every fishing master; m addition, targeting of SBT

ofFthe east coast of Tasmania is limited by the space allocated to each vessel, thereby reducmg the

importance of the indicators. A discussion of the use of each of the indicators follows.

5.2.1. Sea surface temperature

Sea surface temperature was the most important mdicator of a good fishing zone. The overall

ranking for this indicator was 1.1 (n = 40). Temperatures on average ranged between 13.7 and

15.4°C. The optimum temperature for each particular region with the range of temperatures

reported is given in Table 1. The optimum temperatures given by the fishing masters varied

greatly, however the most important temperature-dependant feature was to find a temperature

gradient. Many reports stated that the fishing master would attempt to locate a warm core eddy

which was partially isolated m colder waters. The mamlme was then set in a way which

maximised the number of hooks along the gradient between the two different water masses.
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•Table 5-1 Averaged rank of each target indicator outlined in the AFMA Obsen/er reports.

Indicator

sea surface temperature

moon phase

currents and eddies

"other"

upwelling

baitfish

bottom topography

whales and dolphins

birdlife

Averaged Ranking

1.1

2.2

2.7

2.8

3.8

4.2

4.5

4.7

5.2

n

40

26

21

15

12

18

13

13

13

5.2.2. Moon Phase

The couple of days leadmg up to and following the full moon were considered the best times for

catching SBT and many other species. The moon also played a part in determining the depth to

which the hooks would be targeting (i.e. higher up in the water column during a fall moon) and the

best time at which to set the line (set somewhat earlier during a fall moon so that the hooks are m

the water at peak feedmg times).

5.2.3. Currents/Eddies

Currents/eddies ranked 2.7 in importance. In addition to the comments regarding bottom

topography, currents can dictate in which direction to set the mainline. For example, setting

parallel to the currents would often result in tangles. Eddies appear to be a sought after

phenomenon by many of the fishing masters; note was made by some of the observers that eddies

which have just recently formed (i.e. well defined) were the preferred type. However, Nigel

Brothers indicated that a transition zone with an angle of approximately 45° is optimal - steeper

transition zones can be areas of high current.

5.2.4. Other

The 'other' category ranked fourth overall (2.8) in importance. Indicators which are mcluded in

'other' are: previous history (supplied either through the company head office, or from the fishing

master's own records of past fishing expeditions in the area) and advice from other fishing masters.

The fishing masters rely heavily on these indicators because the density of vessels workmg m the

one area restricts the amount of free movement the vessels have in order to locate a good fishing

area. Wilhin the north east and the south west sectors there was generally more room to search for

the tuna. In these areas the unportance of historical records decreased, while the importance of
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temperature related factors increased. However, the Japanese fishing masters work very much as a

team and are constantly m contact with one another. It is not uncommon for a boat to locate a

good area then call other boats to the area. This results m the original boat havmg little room to

manoeuvre when the other boats arrive. One report mentioned that the fishmg masters felt that if a

good area was located they should saturate the area with hooks and bait to simulate an area of high

productivity, aimmg to attract other fish to the area.

•Table 5-2 Average temperature range and the optimum temperature for the sectors of the
Tasmanian fishing zone.

Zone

North-East

South-East

Soufh-West

Minimum

15.2 (5)

13.6 (9)

12.6(5)

Temperature

-In)

range°C

Maxunum (n)

16.4 (6)

15.8 (9)

U.2J5)

Optimum

15.8

14.7

13.4

5.2.5. Upwelting

Areas ofupwellmg are traditionally thought to be productive waters. The increased productivity of

upwellmg waters and their influence on currents and eddies would appear to mdicate profitable

fishing grounds. Upwelling, however, was not a particularly sought after feature of the water

column by many of the fishing masters.

5.2.6. Baitfeh

Baitfish ranked 4.2 in unportance. Concentiations of baitfish and/or plankton are a sign of a

productive area. Although this mdicator did not rank veiy high in comparison to sea surface

temperature and 'other' it was considered an important characteristic. Some of the fishing masters

would stay in an area where baitfish/plankton were concentrated even though the present catch rate

was low, feeling that the fish would eventually come to that area. The depth at which baitfish and

plankton were located on the sonar would indicate to which depth the hooks should be fishing.

In addition to baitfish some reports indicated that the fishing master considered sighting flying fish

a good sign.

5.2.7. Bottom topography

Although bottom topography did not rank very highly (4.5) on the list of indicators it was

considered an important feature to take note of. Bottom topography would, mdirecdy, influence
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the direction of line setting through its effects on the direction and strength of currents. Sea floor

ridges may also produce areas of local upwelling.

5.2.8. Whales/Dolphins

Whales/dolphins averaged to 4.7 in importance. Good and bad comments were made with regards

to whales. Killer whales were generally regarded as bad due to their habit of eatmg the hooked

fish and also ofrounding the fish up into a relatively small area. Other whales, though, were often

thought of as a sign of a productive area. Dolphins were also a sign of a productive area although

they were not regarded as either a good or a bad sign.

5.2.9. Biitilife

The presence of absence ofbirdlife did not attract many comments m the AFMA Observer reports

with regards to their importance as an indicator of a productive SBT fishing ground. Several

observers, however, did note that small black birds were considered a bad sign, while small white

birds and albatross were a good sign.

5.3. Conclusions

Based on the mtelligence presented in the AFMA Observer reports there appears to be little

difference in fishing gear between Jomt Venture fishing vessels. The gear set-up was conservative

with few novel or umovadve techniques being employed. Lures were used by some vessels,

however, the limited success and high cost of artificial lures does not make them an attractive

alternative to fresh bait at this point in time. The most important feature of the fishing gear was its

quality and level of maintenance. Good quality gear which was well maintained was less prone to

breakages; thus reducing the amount of time spent searching for lost line.

Indicators could be divided into three groups based on their averaged ranking. Sea surface

temperature was placed in a group by itself. The importance of this indicator to the targeting of

SBT cannot be overlooked. Even in the highly restricted fishing conditions of the east coast of

Tasmania, temperature was used to locate the areas of highest anticipated yield. Ocean fronts with

their associated temperature gradient were regarded as the most productive areas m which to set the

mainline.

The second group of indicators consisted of moon phase, currents/eddies and "other". The

importance of each varied according to the local conditions. However, past experience and the

collective knowledge of the fishing masters may be under-estimated in the rankmg process. For

instance, some reports note that fishing masters searched for isolated warm core eddies which were
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viewed as providing favourable fishing conditions along the edge of the eddy - a feature noted by

Young and Lyne (1993) for the long-lived EAC eddy which propagated down the Tasmanian coast

m 1991. Repeated reference was made by the observers to the high degree of communication

between the fishing masters on the fishing grounds. This indicator may be central to the success of

the Joint Venture vessels.

The low rating of bottom topography is surpnsingly but this could also reflect the fact that fhe

position of front and eddies may be strongly coupled to bottom topography and hence that the

surface temperature patterns are relatively fixed (we shall return to this pomt later in the report).

The enhancement of catches near the full moon phase is an accepted feature of this fishery

although no commonly accepted explanation of the phenomenon is available.

The preferred temperature ranges shows decreases in the optimal temperature and temperature

ranges proceeding from the north-east to the south-west sectors of the Tasmanian fishing zone.

The range of 15.2 - 16.4 with an optimal value of 15.8°C for the north east sector is not in

disagreement with the much earlier observations ofHynd. Decreases of up to 2.6 C are noted for

the south west sector relative to the north east. This is a significant finding to which we will return

to later in the report.

Other noteworthy features of this fishery are the two fishing seasons, a whiter and a summer

fishery, with larger fish (mcludmg what are termed jumbos) bemg preferentially caught m the

summer fishery ofFthe southern and south-westem sections.
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The database compiled on SBT is arguably one of the most comprehensive available for any

pelagic fish (Betlehem and Preece, FRDC report in press). The database mcludes logbook records

for vessels operating in the AFZ which are lodged with the Australian Fisheries Management

Authority. CSIRO has procured this database and maintains a copy in an Oracle database at its

Hobart laboratories. This database is regularly updated at the end of each fishing season. The

analyses reported here concentrate on the logbook records from 1979, when the Australian Fishing

Zone was declared, to 1995. (It became apparent during the analysis that the records for 1995 may

not have been complete and thus the analyses for 1995 must be interpreted cautiously).

We used the reported noon time position as the location for the catch, thus there is an uncertainty

in our analyses of the precise location of mdividual catches due to the long spatial scale of the

longline sets (>100 km). In computing the average weight of SBT for each catch record only those

records for which non-zero catch numbers and non-zero catch weights were recorded were used.

As discussed m a later section, the relative portion of these zero catch records varies with latitude

because other species of fish are caught.

The attributes of the catch record used comprised: the day, month, year, longitude, latitude,

number of SET caught, total weight of SBT caught, total number of fish caught (of all species) and

number of hooks used. Derived attributes computed included the average weight of SBT caught

(= total weight of SBT caughVnumber of SBT caught) and CPUE as number of SBT caught per

1000 hooks.

6.1. Sea-surface temperature data

Sea-surface temperature data were obtained from the archive at the Remote Sensing Facility at the

CSIRO Marine Laboratones. These data processed by Rafhbone and Parslow (1997) used

composites of images over a 15 day period filtered with a histogram filter designed to eliminate

cloud and to select a reasonable maxunum temperature. Images were produced every 5 days using

the 15 day filter window. The list of images so computed are listed in Section 15.

Each image occupies a longitude range from 140 to 159.5°E and a latitude range from 32.5 to

50°S. The image resolution was 0.04 degrees in longitude and latitude (roughly 4.8km m norfh-

south range)
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The files were manipulated to convert from the unage format to a geographical format. This

allowed the catch data to be registered to the closest (in time) image which then allowed a

temperature valued to be assigned to the noon-time position of the catch record. Note that smce

the images are composited and filtered, the assigned values arc not precise estimates of the

temperature at the reported catch position or time (neither is the catch position for that matter as

discussed before). However, they do represent a value that can be interpreted as being a value

filtered in time (over 15 days) and space (to the nearest pixel).

6.2. Southern Osdllation Index

Tune-series of monthly values of the nonnalised Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) were obtamed

from the archive at the NOAA Climate Prediction Center. The index is based on the standardised

Tahiti-Darwin sea-level pressure difference. Anomalies are computed as departures from the 1950

-1980 base period. To compute the index, departures of the monthly sealevels from the mean over

Ihe base period are calculated. These departures are then nonnalised, or standardised, by their

respective standard deviations (computed over all months). The standard deviation of the

difference in standardised sealevel pressures is used to normalise the difiFerence in standardised

sealevel pressures between the two sites.

6.3. Bathymetry

Bathymetric data for the analyses were obtained from the ETOP05 dataset. This is a 5 minute

grided field of elevations and ocean depths, produced in 1986 by the National Geographic Data

Center, using a variety of sources. Past experience with the data suggests that it may be inaccurate

for shelf waters. This is not a particular problem for our analyses which are mainly for waters

ofl&hore of the shelf-break.

As with the S ST images, the locations of the catch records were positioned onto the bathymetric

data layer to determine a relevant depth for each record.

The GEBCO (General Bafhymetric Chart of the Oceans) contour line for the 200m isobath was

also used to compute the distance of catch locations from the shelf-break.
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In this section we examine the distribution of fishing effort (here effort is taken to correspond to

catch records or number of fishing operations; this should reflect the number of hooks set as

number ofhooks/set should be similar) sparially and by season.

7.1. Effort Distribution

The extent and intensity of fishing effort in the region (Figure 7-1) shows a number of

characteristic features:

1. The highest concentration of effort located in the continental slope region of the soufh-

eastern sector and extending slightly north-eastward.

2. This region of intense effort is very narrow and somewhat restricted m comparison to the

expansive areas of effort to the west and the far north east.

3. A remarkable rectangular region of effort located just to the west of the intensely-fished

zone. Apparent isolated points of high effort within this region are due to the reporting of

location to the nearest mteger latitude and longitude.

4. The eastern region ofif Tasmania is limited m its northward extent to about 40°S and is

disconnected from the north-eastem region.

5. The north-eastem region (north of40°S) shows some effort m the area supposedly closed to

the Japanese longliners (die closed area is distinguished by the sharp linear boundanes) -

these maybe records from the Joint Vessels. Highest efifort in this region are allocated just

outside of the closed zone.
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• Figure 7-1 Two-dimensional density plot of the distribution of effort (as binned records of log reports)
overlaid with contours of topography (at 0, 200, 1000, 2000, 3000 & 3500m) obtained by contouring
the ETOP05 dataset compiled by the National Geographic Data Center. The bin size is 0.1 degrees
in latitude and in longitude. David Scott's ASH2 binning algorithm (available from the STATLIB
archive site) was used with a 2x2 smoothing parameter. The maximum in the density plot is scaled
by 1000 to facilitate plotting.

The disjoint nature of the effort distribution superimposed with the isolated hot-spots due to

rounding off m the log reports of position poses particularly difficult problems for analyses which

require spatially contiguous data. This is a particular problem for later analyses where attempts are

made to correlate the catch statistics with satellite-derived sea-surface temperature (SST) data.

7.2. Monthly Variation in Successful Effort

The plot of monthly locations of sets where catches ofSBT were made (Figure 7-2) shows the two

main fishmg seasons. These are mainly November-December (and some in January) for the south

and south-westem region, and from May to August for the whiter fishing season. The whiter

fishing season progresses from the southern end spreading out in a difiEused fan-shaped pattern up

to the northern limit of Tasmania and then progressing north-eastward along the NSW coast. The

lack of reversibility in the distributions (ie that the northward propagation of the winter fishery is

not rcciprocated by a southward contraction) could unply:
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1. That during winter and summer, SBT arc migrating out of the Tasmanian fishing zone rather

than reversmg back.

2. That the reverse migration, if there were such migrations, is not a feedmg migration and the fish

are moving quickly back over their migration path.

The whiter fishery is much more extensive and intensely fished than the summer fishery which

shows a more dispersed and locally-confined distribution of catch rates.

Tlie records for the far north-eastem section shows numerous listings of zero catch rates mdicating

that the substantial effort in that region is not purely devoted to SBT and that other species,

presumably yellowfin tuna, may be targeted with SBT as a by-catch, or m addition to SBT.
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• Figure 7-2 "Trellis" plot of the distributions, by month (month index indicated at the top header of
each plot; l=January...), for locations reporting catch rates (number of SBT caught/1000 hooks)
greater than or equal to 5. The order of presentation of the months is bottom-up starting from the
bottom row, scanning from the left to right and proceeding up to the next row. Other "Trellis" plots in
this report use this scanning scheme.
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Yearly variations in the average weight of SBT caught (Figure 8-1) indicate a sharp decline in the

average winter weight from 1989 up to 1995. A similar decline occurs in the summer weight trend

but is less evident. The summer weight shows an mcrease in weight in the 80's prior to the

decline; a corresponding trend is also apparent in the winter pattern from 1985 to 1988. In both

seasons, from 1991 to 1993 there appears to be a slight increase in the median weight. In the

winter distribution from 1990 to 1994 there are a number of high outiiers indicatmg that the

distribution is not Normal, m contrast to the distribution prior to this period. This may be a

reflection of a dual mode character in the weight distribution possibly caused by the increase in the

young fish escapmg from the WA and SA surface fishenes during the latter half of the 80 s and

early 90's (eg Caton & Williams, 1996, Figure 1).
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Figure 8-1 Box-Whiskers plot showing yearly variation of the average weight of SBT (using only
records where weight and number of SBT caught were recorded) for winter (top panel) and summer
(bottom panel). In each plot, the extent of the box corresponds to the interquartile distance
(difference between first and third quartiles). The horizontal line within the box is the median and the
whiskers (dotted line enclosed within the square brackets) indicate the maximum of the extreme
ranges of the data or 1.5 times the interquartile distance from the centre. Data values outside the
extent of the whiskers, indicated by individual horizontal lines, are taken to represent outliers (if the
distribution is assumed to be Guassian)
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• Figure 8-2 "Trellis" plot of the yearly variation in the histogram distribution of the weight of SBT
caught in the winter months from May to August.

Histogram distribution of the weight of fish (average weight per set) caught in the winter fishery

each year (Figure 8-2) show that up to 1988 there was a range of small and large (>80 kg) fish

bemg caught. From 1989 onward, the catch of larger fish has dimmished - surprisingly quickly

relative to the other weight classes. The last few years of the study period give no significant

indication of an increase m large fish as measured by their relative contribution to the catch

histogram. One possible explanation is that this relative decrease m the large fish may simply

reflect the increase escapement of young fish from the western surface fisheries noted above. To

resolve this question, a wider shidy than that being conducted m this project of the downstream

influences of the surface fishery needs to be considered.
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Figure 8-3 "Trellis" plot of the yearly variation in the histogram distribution of the weight of SBT
caught in the spring/summer months from October to December.

The yearly variation in the weight of SBT caught for the spring/summer fishery (Figure 8-3) also

shows a relative decline in the contribution of larger fish to the total catch from 1991 onwards,

which could also be interpreted as a relative increase m the contribution of smaller fish to the

catch. The dataset for 1989 is based on a few records. Note also that the distribution for 1995

needs to be interpreted with caution as it may not be complete.

Both the spring/summer and wmter distributions clearly point to a change in the composition of

weight of fish caught; the principal aspect of this change being the relative decline m the catch of

larger fish. To investigate the spatial component of this change, plots of the spatial distribution by

weight of SBT were prepared.
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• Figure 8-4 "Trellis" graph showing the spatial variation, by year, of locations where the average catch
weight was 25kg or less.

The distribution of small fish (defined here as bemg less than or equal to 25kg) shown in Figure 8-

4, suggests that whilst small fish are found throughout the sector from south of Tasmania up to

NSW, the distribution smce 1989 shows a much more widespread and mtense distribution of small

fish particularly noticeable for the areas off" south-eastem Tasmania. Here again, these changes

may be a downstream consequence of the changing operations in the western surface fisheries

noted previously. The distnbution for 1994 and 1995 are less intense and in keeping with the

lower intensity distributions of the 80's. In contrast, the distribution of large fish (defined as bemg

of average weight of 80kg or more) (Figure 8-5) shows a distribution that is largely restricted to

two main regions: the region from south-west to south-eastem Tasmanian and the area offNSW..

Trends are difificult to discern but there is a suggestion that smce 1989, the intensity of

aggregations offNSW has been in continual declme - in contrast to the trend for the small fish.
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Average Weight >= 80kg
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• Figure 8-5 "Trellis" graph showing the spatial variation, by year, of locations where the average catch
weight was 80kg or more.

Given that the spatial pattern (as opposed to the temporal pattern) of distribution of SBT by weight

class was relatively coherent between years, but that the intensity varied, a composite image of the

spatial distribution by weight was prepared (Figure 8-6). This shows a gradadon of large fish in

the south-westem sector to small fish off eastern Tasmania. The gradadon then shows a

remarkable reverse trend proceedmg north to large fish being caught at the northern edge of the

study area and the extreme offshore areas of northern end of the study region. The distribution of

the smallest size fish class are less obvious. Within the Joint Venture exclusion zone to Japanese

longlmers, there is a mtriguuig cluster oflaige fish (centred at about 35 S). The separation of the

weight classes in space is remarkable. The intermediate weight fish (25-50kg) show the classic

pattern of migration from the south-west up to about 35°S with a noticeable "stream" off the shelf-

edge region of south-westem Tasmania. The larger fish (>50kg) show a disjunction at about

147.5°E, with two northward streams, one along the shelf edge of south-east Tasmania and the

other in the offshore edge of this region These two streams bound an area of smaller fish (35-

50kg). SET of 75kg or larger arc located m a distinctive pattern which would appear to be

associated with the north-westem tip of the South Tasman Rise (see Figure 7-1). The largest
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weight class examined is clustered even further west with no evidence of a continuous distribution

across the southern sector.
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•Figure 8-6 Spatial distribution of the weight (kg) of SBT caught. Records were binned into 0.1x0.1
degree spatial bins from which the median value for each bin was computed. The legend indicates
the weight bins used for shading.

To further investigate the nature of the seeming anomalously large fish off northern NSW, trends

of the distribution of large fish (80kg+) by month (Figure 8-7) show the appearance of large fish in

the two fishing seasons. The summer distribution (Oct-Jaa span, but mainly Nov-Dec) shows the

expected distribution pattern off southern Tasmania and to the south west. The whiter pattern also

shows the expected pattern off soufh-eastem Tasmania but this is accompanied by the

"anomalous" pattern appearing offNSW. Looking more closely at the development of the whiter

pattern, there is a hint of an appearance in April which expands to a maximum extent in June in the

soulh and south-eastem sector. OffNSW however, the main pattern develops later, from June to

August, suggesting that the SBT ofif NSW may have in fact migrated from the distribution off

south-east Tasmania. The lack of continuity in the distribution, around Bass Strait, may be

attributed to the reduced fishing activity and the presence of the exclusion zone, or alternately it
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may be due to a rapid migration by SET to the NSW grounds. Two other possible explanations

should also be borne in mind for the NSW distribution: One is a possible unforseen problem with

the data (but we have checked that only valid SBT records were used for the analysis); the second

possible explanation is that the SBT arc m fact northern bluefin tuna. For the moment we can only

assume that the observations arc mdeed legitimate and we will proceed to analyse the information

accordmgly.
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• Figure 8-7 Distribution of large fish (80kg+) by month (noted in header for each plot) as determined
by catch locations. Note that there were no suitable catch records for February.

One other aspect of the large SBT distribution (Figure 8-7) worth noting is that the progression of

the summer pattern off southern Tasmania supports the notion that the migration phase is an east-

to-west one - as opposed to the pattern of migration of younger SBT down the south-west coast of

Tasmania and thence north-eastward off eastern Tasmania. We leave the discussion of the

hypotheses for the distribution of large SBT to a later section but suffice to note here that it raises a
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fundamental question about the conventional wisdom on temperature constraints (more precisely

sea-surface temperature) on the distribution ofSBT.
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Yearly variations in the logarifhm of CPUE (the logarithm approximately normalises the skewed

distribution of catch rates) (Figure 9-1) show a seemingly regular cycle of variation which peaks in

1981 and 1993 with a trough in the mid-80's. Given the previous observations of trends in the

weight of catch, the yearly variation of CPUE by weight (Figure 9-3) shows that the variation in

the difiFerent weight classes are not all consistent. All classes examined show a decline m recent

years with the exception of the 50-75kg class which show an increase. The smallest and largest

classes have the largest relative variability.
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• Figure 9-1 Box-and-Whisker plots showing yearly variation in the log of catch rate (defined as the
number of SBT caught per 1000 hooks).

The winter trend ofCPUE (Figure 9-2) shows a marked decline during the 80's, up to about 1988

followed by an increase up to 1993 and then a farther decline thereafter. Tlie summer trend

(Figure 9-2) is somewhat erratic but there appears to be a decline m the 80's, a peak in the early

90's followed by a decline to a steady level in the latter years analysed. The winter trend does not

support the notion of an inverse correlation with catch trends m the western surface fisheries.
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Whilst the trend in the first half of the 90's does appear to relate to the surface fishenes trends in an

inverse manner (see Caton & Williams 1996, Figure 1), the trends in the 80's are of the same

sense. Thus the suggestion that the trends are mainly a consequence of the downstream effects of

the surface fishenes is not entirely valid.
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Summer CPUE
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• Figure 9-2 Box-and-Whisker plots showing yearly variation in the log of catch rate (defined as the
number of SBT caught per 1000 hooks) for winter (upper panel) and summer (lower panel).
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• Figure 9-3 Box-and-Whisker plots (oriented vertically) showing the variation in the logarithm of catch
rates according to the weight of SBT. Weight classes (shown in the header for each individual plot)
were chosen with ranges of0-40kg, 40-60kg, 60-SOkg, 80-100kg and 100-190kg.

Trends in catch rates (CPUE) ,over all years, appear to be function of the weight class (Figure 9-4).

This may partly explain the observation of general reduction m weight during the late 80's and first

half of the 90's (Figure 9-1) being accompanied by mcrcases in CPUE (relative to the mid-80's).
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•Figure 9-4 Variation of catch rates (logarithm of the number of SBT caught per 1000 hooks) as a
function of the average weight of the catch.

To summarise the results of this section, there are clear patterns of spatial clustering and

distribution associated with weight of SBT and season. The temporal pattern suggests relative

decline in the average weight (size) of SBT caught, accompanied by a relative increase in the

number of smaller fish - this may be due to the relative increase in abundance of SBT for smaller

sized fish. However there does not seem to be a clear general spatial pattern associated with this

temporal trend. The spatial distribution by weight class (ie Figure 8-6) show remarkable clusters

of larger fish at the two extremities of the study region with gradations of weight proceeding into
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the middle of the area. Streams of larger fish are noticed along the shelf-break and outer offshore

regions. Yearly trends m CPUE show an overall cyclical variation beginning m 1980 with the

winter fishery showing a marked declme m the 80's followed by a small and unsustained recovery.

The trends m the summer fishery are less clear but appear to indicated a decline in the 80's and a

recovery m the early 90's which has declined to an equilibrium m the latter years. When exammed

with respect to the weight of SBT, the overall trend is not obvious in the different weight classes.

The 50-75kg size category is the only one to show recent increases but all the other classes show a

declining trend. Overall, the trends do not support the notion of an mverse relation between the

catches m the surface fishery relative to those ofFTasmania - not for fhe whole period exammed.

In the next section we examine the trends and distribution for 3 different regions representing the

zonation suggested by the results of this section. For this next analysis the environmental variables

of temperature and bathymetiy are exammed for a subset from the data for the later years.
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In this section we first examine the use of the Southern Oscilladon Index as an indicator of general

climatic variability effects on CPUE. We next examine the possible influences of spadal and

temporal variations in temperature, with weight as a factor. Moon phase and bathymetnc

influences arc also exammed.

10.1. Southern Osdllation Index

The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) characterises massive coupled changes in atmosphere-ocean

circulations in the Pacific tropics. Alterations in the relative extent ofwann waters in the western

tropical Pacific and Ihe cooler upwellmg waters of the eastern tropical Pacific lead to

corresponding shifts in atmospheric and rainfall distribution patterns. These atmospheric changes

m turn mduce oceanic circulation changes resulting in a seemingly chaotic oscilladon referred to as

the El Nino/Southem Oscilladon (ENSO) cycle. Wann phases of the cycle (negative SOI, El-Nino

conditions) occur during periods of enhanced eastward drift oflhe warm pool of western tropical

waters. This pool is also partly the "headwaters" which feeds the East Australian Current system.

Correspondingly, cool phases of the cycle (positive SOI,) occur when the warm pool contracts

westward exposing a more extensive eastern Pacific region of cooler upwelling waters.

The effects along the eastern Australian coast during the different phases are based on the expected

effects on the East Australian Current system. During warm phases (-SOI), reduced supply of

EAC waters can be expected to lead to cooler conditions and vice-versa for the cool phase (+SOI).

Thus the index itself can be thought of being an indicator for expected temperature changes along

the Australian eastern seaboard. This however is a highly simplistic view of the expected effects.

For a fuller examination ofENSO-related effects we refer the reader to the recent compilation by

Allan etal, 1996.

Time-series of the SOI index since 1970 (Figure 10-1) shows the rather chaotic behaviour of the

variability with dramatic oscillarions in the 1970's. Of note are the high SOI mdices for what were

warm years for eastern Australia (1970, 1973 & 1976) observed by Rochford, Most cycles

associated with the mam peaks and troughs last a few years. The tune-series since 1980 highlights

the dramatic El-Ninos of 82-83, 86-87 and more recently 91-92. The most intense La-Nina event

of recent times was the 88-89 episode which saw the collapse ofkrill production and jack mackerel
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off eastern Tasmania. Overall, the period since 1990 has been one of prolonged El-Nino

conditions which reversed to La-Nma conditions only recently (1996).
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•Figure 10-1 Time-series of the normalised Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) based on the
standardised Tahiti-Darwin sea-level pressure index computed by the NOAA Climate Prediction
Center. Anomalies are computed as departures from the 1950 - 1980 base period. Actual values
denoted with a "+" and the fitted line is a smoothed loess curve.

Given that clunate variability impacts as reflected in the SOI variation are expected to be long-term

effects, we chose to analyse the potential relation of CPUE and SOI variability over a yearly

timescale, where median values of the variables (log(CPUE) and SOI) over a calendar year were

related. Initial analyses also indicated that the correlation patterns were not significant unless some

restrictions were made on the dataset. First, the region had to be limited to that south of 40°S and

secondly, years of extremely low SOI indices (82, 87 and 94) did not have correspondingly

extreme variation in CPUE. Thus, the points corresponding to these three years were eliminated as

outliers.

Within the spadal and SOI range of data analysed, the correlation was highly significant ( Pr(F) =

0.0025, Figure 10-2) with the trend line indicating higher catch rates during negative SOI periods.

In a sunilar vein, the variation of weight of SBT was also analysed (Figure 10-3) and found to be
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significant (Pr(F) = 0.01). This mdicates that negative SOI periods correspond to periods when

smaller SBT are more prevalent, and by the previous analysis, when CPUE rates are higher. Thus,

the essential result of the SOI analysis is that period of negative SOI correspond to the appearance

of smaller more abundant SBT whilst periods of positive SOI are those oflaige and less abundant

SBT. The reduction in catch rates for high SOI periods is consistent with the observations of

Rochford of catch reductions m the wann years of the 70's.
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•Figure 10-2 Scatterplot and correlation between the yearly median of CPUE (logarithm of the
number of SBT caught per 1000 hooks) and the median of the normalised Southern Oscillation Index
(SOI) for the period 1980-1995. For the CPUE values only the data south of 40°S was used (to
eliminate possible confounding effects from the interaction with the yellow-fin tuna fishery north of
this boundary and to concentrate the analysis on the core region of interest). We have also
eliminated the points corresponding to extreme values of SOI larger than -1.25 (3 values occurring at
1982, 1987 and 1994). The fitted line is the linear regression.
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•Figure 10-3 Scatterplot and regression of weight ofSBT and normalised SOI using median values of
variables for each year. Spatial and SOI restrictions are as per Figure 10-2.

There is a possibility that coincidental changes m the fisheries, outside the area of analysis, could

be causing these correlations. These can only be resolved by a much wider analysis than we have

conducted which considers at the very least the downstream eflFects of the western surface fisheries;

as remarked previously, the effect, if any, is not a purely inverse relation.

10.2. Temperabjre

Satellite SST images were composited usmg the histogram filtering technique of Rathbone and

Parslow (1997) with a filter period of 15 days for the compositing and with composite images

bemg produced every 5 days (ie one image produced every 5 days but each uses a 15 day

compositing period). Unfortunately due to problems of data formats and storage media, the series

used was only available for the period from December 1989 to December 1995. Thus, for the

analyses which use temperature, we concentrate primarily on the data from January 1990 to

December 1995.

Estimates of temperature corresponding to each logbook record were obtained by extracting the

temperature from the satellite data using the image closest m time to the time of the log record and
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at the pixel of the recorded lat/lon location. Note that with the observation of discretisation errors

m the log records (Figure 7-1), the extracted temperature will not be appropriate for those records.

Thus the analyses undertaken here are designed to examine relatively general trends and

correlations.
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• Figure 10-4 Box-and-Whiskers plot of the distribution of temperature with weight of SBT. Note that
the data used for this analysis was from January 1990 to December 1995 as these were the years
for which SST data were available.

The variation of the temperature of captire of SBT m relation to weight (Figure 10-4) shows a

trend of decreasing temperatures with weight. Note that for the larger fish, whilst the spatial

pattern (Figure 8-6) may suggest a bimodal temperature distribution, the larger fish in the north are

caught in the winter fishery whereas the larger fish in the south are caught in the summer fishery.

Thus, their temperature preference are narrower than that suggested by their ladtudinal range. The

other factor to keep m mind also is that fhe section m this analysis only uses the subset from 1990

to 1995 and hence the range of temperature seen m Figure 10-4 is narrower than that over the

whole time-series (if temperature data were available over the whole record). The nominal range
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within which SBT are caught shows relatively narrow ranges for both the small and large SBT

with the 50kg class having the greatest range. Beyond about 90kg, the variation in median

temperature is minimal but the range still appears to decrease. The results may seem to suggest

that fish of mtennediate weight conduct more extensive migrations across the different water

masses off Tasmania than those at either end of the spectrum - we return to this point in a later

section. This in turn suggests that the search for temperature effects (from an analysis of catch

records) may be more efifective if targeted at the weight classes with relatively restricted

temperature ranges (ie small and large fish) - m keeping with observations of the larger relative

temporal variations in CPUE for the smallest and largest classes of SBT noted in Figure 9-3.

The spatial distribution of temperature obtained by collating the temperature at which SBT were

captured (Figure 10-5), obtained posthoc by analysis of the SST satellite data as described

previously, shows the expected ladtudinal gradation. Note however that since the image is a

composite over the whole year, features such as the apparent mixing of waters in the southern

sector are due to the differing water masses between the two fishing seasons (smce this region is

also the main area for the summer fishery). The gradation and inteimingling of water further north

(eg north of 40 S) is associated with the intenningling of SBT of differing weight (Figure 8-6).

The cooler waters rising northward along the south-eastem section of the Tasmanian shelf-edge is

also noticeable and may be responsible for enablmg relatively larger fish to travel up to the area off

eastern Bass Strait, noted previously.
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• Figure 10-5 Binned and median-filtered temperature obtained from analysis of satellite SST images
and using the locations and dates at which fish were caught. The image represents a composite for
the period from January 1990 to December 1995. The image represents the spatial distribution of
temperature at locations at which SBT were caught.

Figure 10-6 Average temperature for June
computed for the years 1990-1995

Figure 10-7 Average temperature for December

computed for the years 1990-1995.
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In contrast to the temperature distribution derived from the catch locations, the mean temperature

maps derived directly from the satellite unageiy (Figure 10-6, Figure 10-7) show smooth

variations in temperature across the SBT fishing zone. The wedge-shaped intmsion of warm water

penetrating down the eastern coast ofTasmanian is evident in both winter and summer. The shsepe

e^Ae^tntrasion^i^m aecord with the distnbution of the SBCLcatches^ofLeastem Tasmania. These

observations suggest an inferred circulation pattern (Figure 10-8) consisting of a rccirculadng

region ofiFsouth-eastem Tasmania caused by the interaction of the southward flow of warm water

interacting with the, presumed eastward, surface flow of cooler waters. The nature of the

rccirculating appears to relate to the topographic constraints imposed by the south Tasman Rise

and East Cascade Plateau. Associated with the recircularion is a flow of cooler waters noifh-

eastwards along the shelf-break region ofsoufh-eastem Tasmania.

• Figure 10-8 Inferred circulation pattern for June off south-eastern Tasmania consisting of a wedge-

shaped southward intrusion of remnant EAC water accompanied by a northward flow of cooler
waters. The lighter solid arrow line on the shelf/shelf-edge indicates a hypothesised flow of cooler
waters along the shelf-edge which may be associated with the separation of the remnant EAC flow
from the shelf-break.

10.2.1. CPUE Variation with Temperature

The peak m CPUE catch rates (Figure 10-9) reflects the temperature range in which the smaller

(and presumably more abundant) SBT are caught (Figure 10-4). The other noteworthy feature is

that the declme of CPUE with higher temperatures is greater than the declme with lower

temperatures - suggesting that warm temperatures are a greater constraint on catch rates than cooler

temperatures. Part of the explanation for this trend may be that in the wanner waters, there is a

greater chance of hooking other fish species. In comparing the catch rate of SBT and the total

catch, by temperature, (Figure 10-10), at temperatures higher than about 16°C the median relative
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catch of SET (compared to the total number of fish caught) declines from about 80% to around the

10% level.

CPUE vs Temperature
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•Figure 10-9 Variation of log of CPUE (as number of SBT caught per 1000 hooks) versus
temperature, plotted as a box-and-whisker plot.
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•Figure 10-10 Relative catch rate of SBT to the total catch (for each record according to numbers
caught) as a function of temperature for 1990-1995.

Previously, we noted the general trend of decreasing temperatures with increasing average weight

of SBT caught (Figure 10-4). This however appeared to be m discord with the observation of

catches of large fish ofFNSW. To provide further insight into this, Figure 10-11 shows the trend

of temperature of capture as a function of weight for the whiter fishery. This shows the remarkable

and seemingly anomalous rise of temperature for the 100-lSOkg class which presumably are the

group responsible for the cluster of large SBT observed off NSW m winter. A slight rise m

median temperature is also noted for the 90kg class. The observed temperatures for these

"anomalous" group would appear to be too warm for comfort given that such large fish are

normally associated with cool/cold waters south of Tasmania.

This anomaly is not unique to this fishery however, large SBT spawn in the oceans north-west of

Australia in waters where temperatures are m the high 20's CC). Spawners in this region are

generally in poor condition with most fish being over 160kg m weight (Tim Davis pers.comm).

There is also an Indonesian fishery in waters immediately off the south coast of Java where the
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rapid drop m the continental slope is also associated with intense upwellmg of cooler deep water

(Wryfki, 1962).

Drawing upon these observations, our inferred hypothesis for the anomaly ofFNSW is that, firstiy,

large fish are capable of migrating mto wanner waters; we suggest that they achieve this by

migrating m the cooler deeper water masses. Secondly, that the area off NSW is a well known

area where large vigorous eddies spawned off the EAC stir up deep cooler waters along their

frontal edges and especially during interaction with the continental slope. These are also

potentially productive areas. We mfer that the larger fish migrate up to this region where they rise

along the cooler edges to feed. The fact that the fi-ontal edges are narrow and that the position

along the longline where such fish are caught is not known accurately, and the fact that our

estimate of the temperatures from the satellite are not in congmence with the catch position, or

time, prevents us from carrymg this hypothesis any farther.

We note also that the larger fish are not generally caught in the intermediate zone between NSW

and SE Tasmania; we hypothesise that this is due to the weakenmg of the eddy structires as they

proceed south but note also that the occasional strong eddy does penetrate south and is

accompanied by greater catches along the frontal edges (Young and Lyne, 1993).
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• Figure 10-11 Variation in the temperature of capture of SBT for the period May-August as a function
of the weight. Note the skewed higher median temperatures for the weight group 100-1 30kg.
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10.3. Bathymetry

Two aspects of the bathymetry were examined: the water column depth and the distance from the

shelf break. Depth was selected to examine the commonly held view that larger SBT inhabit the

deeper waters. Distance from the shelf break was selected to examine the hypothesis that the shelf

and shelf-break areas may be providing much of the prey species for SBT (Young et al, 1996).

Distance from the shelf-brcak was computed using the GEBCO 200m isobath as representing the

shelf-break and computing distances with the ARC/TNFO Geographic Information System.

Part of the intimate association between bathymetry and temperature patterns (at least in the area of

interest) is apparent in the unage of the differences between the SST of December and that for June

overlaid with bathymetiy mfomiation (Figure 10-12). In the absence of dynamic mixing processes

and currents, the whole area could be expected to heat up in a pattern that was at least zonally

homogeneous. This however is clearly not the case, as the image indicates. In particular, it shows

that the areas of greatest temperature change are located in the northern section of the zone and the

far southern stnp of the image. The heating west of Tasmania is generally less compared with the

Tasman Sea. A filament of water that undergoes relatively small temperature changes is noted

along the shelf-break of western Tasmania and curling around the southern shelf up to about Storm

Bay on the south-eastem coast. Another extensive area of relatively mmimal change occurs off

soufh-eastem Tasmania within which the Cascade Plateau is situated.

The persistent filament off west Tasmania is explainable by the presence of the Zeehan Current

which brings with it waim waters in a narrow but swift jet that follows Ae path indicated in Figure

10-12. However the extensive Cascade Plateau area ofmmimal change is an intriguing finding. A

number of plausible scenarios could be advanced to explain the phenomenon. The one we

advance is based on the hypothesis that this region is one that is mtensely stirred due to the

topographic effects on deep and surface currents flowing along and past Tasmania. Thus the warm

waters of the Zeehan Current which flow along the Tasmania west coast and disappear off

southern Tasmania are hypofhesised to be entrained in this mixmg zone (and thus raismg the

winter temperature). In summer when the Zeehan Current weakens, this area also receives less

wami water and thus has a summer-winter difference much like that of the Zeehan Current. This

is probably not the only factor responsible and other factors such as upwelling of cooler waters due

to the intensity of the stirring (which may have differing strengths in summer-winter) may be

operating. The oceanographic processes need to be farther examined to advance our understanding
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in this area. Whatever the case, it is clear that this area possess rather unique characteristics that

are conducive to its formation as an SBT feedmg ground.
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•Figure 10-12 Difference in SST temperature between the months of June and December
subsampled to about 3km resolution (see Figure 10-6 & Figure 10-7 for images of each month).
Topographic contours at Om, 200m, 1000m, 2000m and 3000m are overlaid onto the image.

Larger fish do appear to be caught farther from the shelf-break (Figure 10-13), however the

distribution for some of the classes (notably the 20-50kg classes) is not normal. In contrast, the

distribution with respect to water column depth is not monotonic, rather the 40-70kg classes

appear to have median preferences for shallower water. The analysis here is somewhat biased by

the exclusion zone.
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•Figure 10-13 Distance (in equivalent latitude degree units) off the 200m isobath versus the average
weight of SBT. Note the substantial number of outliers for the 20-60kg classes. The Okg class is not
relevant to the purposes of the analysis and may be ignored.
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> Figure 10-14 Variation in the water column depth versus the average weight of SBT caught.

The variation ofCPUE relative to depth and shelf-break distance (Figure 10-15), using all weight

classes, shows high catch rates preferentially located along the continental slope. A hotspot

aggregation of the highest catch rates is located beyond about the 4000m isobath and at distances

less than about 1 degrees from the shelf-edge. Spatial plots of the location of high catch rates for

the 50kg and over classes shows a pattern of high catches that mimics fairly closely the pattern of

efiFort density shown in Figure 7-1. Thus, high catches occur along the south-eastem sector of the

Tasmanian slope with a slight offshoot of high catches along the southern section of the saddle

joining the East Cascade Plateau to the Tasmanian slope.
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•Figure 10-15 Image plot the variation of CPUE as a function of water column depth and distance
from the shelf-break (in units of equivalent latitude degrees).

10.4. Moon Phase

It is well known that moonphase does affect the distribution ofnekton and midwater fish and that

this m tim may affect the feeding behaviour, and possibly aggregation ofpelagic fish. The review

of the Observer Report (Section 14) notes that fishmg strategies (hook depth, time of set) are

varied with moonphase and would suggest that past experiences, or experience elsewhere, that fish

behaviour and catchability arc linked to moonphase. Moon phase was rated as the second most

influential variable in the review of the Observer Report.

In an earlier shidy Campbell et al (1992) exammed catch records, held at the National Research

Institute of Far Seas Fisheries, using a Generalised Linear Model which considered the log of

CPUE (presumed for area 7) as a function of moonphase (waxing and waning phases treated the

same), year and month. After removing the year and month effects, an ahnost linear increase of

about 30% was found between the new moon and fall moon phases. Our initial examination of

treads of log(CPUE) with moonphase revealed no significant stadstical dififercnces in the

distribution of catch rates with phase (Figure 10-16). To reconcile this with the Campbell et al
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(1992) findings, variation of title mean CPUE with moonphase were calculated (Figure 10-17).

This shows the trend discovered by Campbell et at (1992) but also shows additional effects of the

phasing of the moon (waxing and waning). Best mean catches occur in the waxing phase beyond

about the first quarter with highest catch rates occurring towards the new moon. There is a distmct

decline in catches on the waning phase relative to flie same pomt in the waxing phase. In the latter

half of the waning phase, catch rates are at their lowest up tothe new moon phase.

CPUE > 0
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Moon Phase

•Figure 10-16 Variation of the log of CPUE with moonphase (0=newmoon, 1=fullmoon) for records
where nonzero catches were recorded.
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• Figure 9-17 Trellis plot of the histogram of the square-root of CPUE, including zero catches (upper panel) and not including
zero catches (lower panel), as a function of the moonphase (0=new moon, 1=full moon).

To reconcile our results with the CampbeU et al (1992) findings, variation of ttie mean CPUE with

moonphase ware calculated (Figure 9-18). This shows the trend discovered by Campbell et at

(1992) but also shows additional effects of the phasing of the moon (waxing and waning). Best

mean catches occur in the waxing phase beyond about the first quarto- with highest catch rates

occurring towards the new moon. There is a distinct decline in catches on the waning phase relative

to the same point in the waxing phase. In the latter half of the waning phase, catch rates are at their

lowest up to the new moon phase.
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• Figure 10-17 Variation of the mean value of CPUE as a function of the waxing and waning phases of
the moon. 0=new moon, 1=full moon, open symbols=waxing phase and filled symbols=waning

phase.

The distribution of effort with moonphase (Figure 10-18) shows a distinct targeting ofefifort with

respect to moonphase. There is greater concentration of effort centred near the new moon and fall

moon phases. The intensified effort near the new moon is somewhat puzzling given the evidence

that relative catch rates are at their lowest levels durmg that period. An inspection of average

weights of the catches with moonphase indicates increases during the fall moon phase with the

smallest weights at new moon. Thus, the new moon effort would not appear to be related to

catchability of larger fish. We leave this puzzle unsolved for now and can find no explanation

related to catch rates or size of fish caught.
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> Figure 10-18 Variation of effort with respect to moonphase displayed as a histogram (0=new moon,
1=full moon).

The implications of the moonphase analyses and results is that much of the variability inherent in

such statistics as mean catch rates is occurring ifl the distribution of outliers; during fall moon

phases there arc more of these outliers. This mcrease is not explained by the mcrcased effort smce

similar increases of effort occur at the new moon phase but without the increase in outliers (or

mean values of catch rates). We interpret these results to imply Ihat during fall moon there is some

aggregation and increase in the density of feeding by larger fish. Smce these high catch rates are

outliers they do not reflect catches made by the bulk of the fishery which arc by-and-large

independent of moonphase. These increased catch outliers bias such statisdcs as the mean. The

observed increases arc also small given the scale of the catch rates experienced by the fishery but it

does indicate that in certain arcas/circumstances substantial feeding aggregations, and hence

enhanced catch rates, ofSBT are occurring during phases of the fall moon, particularly the waxing

phase.
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In this section, the variation of CPUE is analysed by partitioning the fishing zone under

consideration into three distinct regions. These regions were identified by the previous analyses as

having elements of CPUE variability that were distinct in some respect. The chosen regions

comprised (Figure ll-l):

Region 1: Southern Tasmanian Region - comprising the region of the summer fishery (and hence

larger SBT) west of the SE comer of Tasmania.

Region 2: Eastern Tasmanian Region - comprising the main fishing grounds for the whiter fishery

extending in a norfh-eastward fan-shaped pattern from the SB comer of Tasmania up to about the

latitide of the northern limit of Tasmania.

Region 3: Soufh-East Australian Region - extends northward from the northern limit of Region 2

and includes the area east of Bass Strait up to the northern lunit of the study zone (32°S).
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•Figure 11-1 Demarcation of regions used to partition the SBT catch data and environmental
information for analysis, overlaid onto contours of the bathymetry derived from the ETOP05 dataset.
The regions are referred to as region 1, 2 or 3 proceeding sequentially from the southern to the
northern region.

For each of these regions, the environmental statistics used in the analysis were derived from the

SST image dataset. Statistics were computed for each region for two "seasons" and by year. The

chosen seasons were whiter, from May to August (inclusive), and summer from October to

December (inclusive).

Whilst CPUE statistics for these seasons were computed using data for the months listed, statistics

from the SST dataset for these season were computed using a representative image from mid-June

(representing the winter season) and a representative image from mid-December (representing the

summer season). Stadstics computed for CPUE comprised the median and variance (for each

combination of year, season and region), after taking the log-transformation of CPUE. Statistics

computed for the SST unage data (factors as per CPUE) comprised the mean, variance and median

temperature and various statistics of the spatial correlation structure which we describe in the next

section. The reasoning behind the attempt to quantify the spadal correlation structure were

previous observations (eg Young and Lyne, 1993, see also section 4) that catches ofSBT and other
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tunas tend to be concentrated around frontal regions and eddy structures, at least for the regions

offshore of the shelf-break.

11.1. Spatial Statistics of SST

We chose the two dimensional spatial correlation structure as the basis for computing the spatial

statistics. In one dimension, the spatial autocorrelation measures the correlation between spatial

locations separated by various spatial distances, in much the same way that a time-series

autocorrelation measures the correlation between observations separated by various time lags. In

two dimensions, the spatial separation distances can be taken along various radial trajectories (as in

compass directions) thereby giving rise to a spatial correlation structure that depends on both

spatial separation and radial direction.

Given this two-dimensional structure (one for each year, season and region combination), statistics

chosen to quantity the distribution comprised:

• The sum of the autocorrelation coefficients within a spatial window of 50 units width

(approximately 200km) centred over the origin of the spatial correlation structure. This

statistic, measured the overall correlation, a large value implying that the spatial structure was

relatively homogeneous, or smoothly varying, whereas a small value implymg greater

randomness of structure.

• The principal angle of the correlation structure computed as the angle about which the

rotational "moment of inertia" is minimised. In essence, this statistic was used to indicate the

direction in which the greatest extent in correlation occurred. Thus with an elliptical SST field,

this statistic will pick out the principal axis of the ellipse (a?ds along which the ellipse is most

extended).

• A structural "circularity" index. This was computed by calculating the rotational "moment of

inertia" (as in the second statistic above) for a set of angles. We chose 72 angles spanning the

range from 0 to 180 degrees (only one half of the 360 degree range needed to be computed

because of the symmetiyofthe spatial correlation structure). The inerda values for each angle

was then scaled by the maximum value and the resulting values were averaged. For a perfectly

circular structure, the values for each angle would be the same and hence when averaged over

all angles would be equal to 1.0. Departures from this ideal were used as a measure of the

distortion to the SST field.
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Thus m summary, the 3 chosen statistics measured the overall correlation, the principal directional

orientation and the circularity of the spatial structure of the SST field.

11.2. Correlation Analysis

The correlation analyses attempted to relate the log-transformed CPUE (mean and variance),

computed for each year, season and region combination (see for example Figure 11-2) to

environmental variables compnsing the median temperature and the three spadal structure

statistics. For the CPUE calculations, we used SBT of 25kg or less as this size class was expected

to respond more sensitively to temperature changes (as observed in a previous section). A general

analysis of variance was not possible given the limited number of observations and the extensive

list of possible factors. Instead, the chosen procedure was to examme the numerous scatterplots of

CPUE variables against the dependent variables, as well as plots of dependent variables agamst

each other. Analyses of variance and linear models were also examined between each of the

CPUE statistics against each of the dependent variables (median temperature and the 3 spatial

statistics), and between the dependent variables themselves. We noted that whilst CPUp statistics

appeared to be not significant when all regions were combined, m some mstances only using

regions 1 and 2 (in combination, or separately) resulted in higher correlations.
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•Figure 11-2 Trellis plot of the variation in the median of the log-transformed CPUE, for SBT of 25kg
or less, by year for the summer/winter seasons (identified by 6=winter and 12=summer headings on
the top header of each plot) and for each of the 3 regions (identified by 1, 2 or 3 in the lower header
for each plot.
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•Figure 11-3 Trellis plot of variation in median temperature by year for the summer/winter seasons
(identified by 6=winter and 12=summer headings on the top header of each plot) and for each of the
3 regions (identified by 1, 2 or 3 in the lower header for each plot).

The statistically significant relationships that emerged from these analyses were:

Variance ofCPUE versus median temperature (negative relation with Pr(F) = 0.004) using

regions 1 and 2 only (Figure 11-4).

Variance ofCPUE versus principal correlation angle (positive relation with Pr(F) = 0.03)

using regions 1 and 2 only (Figure 11-5).

Amongst the dependent variables themselves, the significant correlations were:

Median temperature versus principal correlation angle (Pr(F) < 0.003), for all regions and for

regions 1 and 2 together (Figure 11-6).

Sum of correlation versus principal correlation angle (Pr(F) = 0.01), for regions 1 and 2

together only.
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Circiilarity index versus principal correlation angle (Pr(F) = 0.013), for regions 1 and 2

together only.

Circularity index versus sum of correlation (Pi(F) < 0.00012), for all regions and for regions 1

and 2 together.
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Figure 11-4 Variation of CPUE variance (defined for each year, season and region combination) with
median temperature indicated by the scatterplot and a linear regression line. Data for this plot is
limited to regions 1 and 2 (region 1 is the southern area off Tasmania and region 2 is the area off
eastern Tasmania).
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Figure 11-5 Variation of CPUE variance (defined for each year, season and region combination) with
the angle of the principal axis of the spatial correlation structure. A scatterplot and a linear
regression line are indicated. Data for this plot is limited to regions 1 and 2 (region 1 is the southern
area off Tasmania and region 2 is the area off eastern Tasmania).
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Figure 11-6 Variation of median temperature with the angle of the principal axis of the spatial
correlation structure. A scatterplot and a linear regression line are indicated. Data for this plot is
limited to regions 1 and 2 (region 1 is the southern area off Tasmania and region 2 is the area off
eastern Tasmania).

The salient pomts to note about the results of the analyses, keeping in mind that this applies only to

the SET weight class less than 25 kg, are:

1. CPUE by itself is not significantly related to each of the environmental variables (taken in

turn). This does not necessarily mean that a combination of the environmental variables in

concert was not significant but that the pancity of obsei-vations did not make such a general

analysis feasible.

2 Variance in CPUE was significantly related to each of median temperature and the principal

correlation angle but only for regions 1 and 2 taken together. The correlation was not

significant if region 3 was included. These two environmental variables are also significantly

correlated between themselves.

3. Significant correlation exists between some of the environmental variables so that these

variables are not independent measures of the environment.
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11.3. Interpretation of Conrelation Analysis

If we first look at the correlation between the significant environmental variables: median

temperature and the principal correlation angle, the results suggest that the spatial structure, as

measured by the principal angle of correlation, is mfluenced by the extent of warm, or cold, water

masses in the regions. Presumably, the spatial structure of warm water influx into the fishing zone

from the East Australian Current determines the strength of the wedged-shaped intmsion seen m

the satellite images (Figure 10-6, Figure 10-7). The other significant correlations between the

environmental variables also suggest that the extent ofwaim/cold water masses (as measured by

the median temperature) are also linked to significant changes in the coherence of the spatial

structure (sum of correlation and circularity mdex).

The lack of significant correlation with CPUE, as opposed to the variance of CPUE, indicates that

die relative success, or otherwise, of catch rates arc more consistently related to some

environmental factors. This in turn suggests the corollary inference that variations of CPUE, at

least for the years analysed (1990-1995) are influenced by factors other than those environmental

factors used, or by other intrinsic variations in the SBT class (<25kg) occurring outside the fishing

zone analysed, or at larger scales (eg SOI-related changes noted previously).
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The temporal and spadal trends of CPUE ofif SE Australian are mterprcted in this project with a

view to examinmg the mfluences of environmental efifects. A review of past studies indicates

unanimous consensus that pelagic fish have a preferred, generally age-dependent, range of

temperature. For SBT, past studies of catch rates show that within the preferred temperature range,

aggregations are likely to be associated with meanders, frontal systems and upwellings. In

addition in regions of topographic protrusions, aggregadons are likely when these protrusions

intercept seasonal migrations of the major fiontal systems. Off SE Australia, the major frontal

system associated with SBT catches is the Sub-Tropical Convergence Zone, a broad band of

mixed waters extendmg from southern NSW to well south of Tasmania (eg Clementson et al). A

review of the Observer Reports also mdicated temperature as the top ranked mdicator with moon

phase the next highest ranked indicator.

Off SE Australia, the preferred temperature ranges decreases proceeding fi-om the north east to the

south west sectors of the Tasmanian fishing zone. The range of 15.2 - 16.4 C with an optimal

value of 15.8 C for the north east sector is not in disagreement with the much earlier observations

ofHynd. Decreases of up to 2.6 C are noted for the south west sector relative to the north east.

There are two fishing seasons, a wmter and a summer fishery, with larger fish being preferentially

caught in the summer fishery off the southern and soufh-westem sections. In both seasons, the

temporal evolution of catch rates is unable to discrimmate a reversal m die pattern of migration of

SET out of the Tasmanian fishing zone.

Temporal trends indicate a sharp decline in the average weight of SBT caught, relative to other size

classes, from 1989 up to 1995 with a slight increase in the median weight from 1991 to 1994; an

alternate explanation is that the contribution of juvenile fish increased Up to 1988 there was a

range of small and large (>80 kg) fish being caught, however from 1989 onward, the catch of

larger fish diminished. The last few years of the study period give no significant indication of the

return oflaige fish as measured by their relative contribution to the catch histogram.

SBT caught for the spring/summer fishery also shows a decline in the contribution of laiger fish to

the total catch from 1991 onwards. Whilst small fish are found throughout the sector from south

of Tasmania up to NSW, the distribution smce 1989 shows a much more widespread and intense

distribution of small fish particularly noticeable for the areas off soufh-eastem Tasmania. The
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distribution for 1994 and 1995 are less intense and in keeping with the lower mtensity distributions

of the 80's. In contrast, the distribution of large fish shows a distribution that is largely restricted

to the region from south-west to south-eastem Tasmanian and the area offNSW.. Trends are

difficult to discern but there is a suggestion that since 1989, the intensity of aggregations offNSW

has been in continual decline - in contrast to the trend for the small fish. However there does not

seem to be a clear general spatial pattern associated with this temporal trend.

Yearly trends in CPUE show an overall cyclical variation begmning in 1980. When exammed

with respect to fhe weight of SBT, the cyclical tend is not obvious in the different weight classes.

The 50-75kg size category is the only one to shows recent increases but all the other classes show a

declining trend. The hypothesis that the trends for the juvenile fish reflect downstream effects of

the western surface fishery is not supported by the observed substantial decline in this size class

throughout the 80;s when the surface fishery was m declme. None-the-less they may well be a

downstream effect which needs to be analysed as part of a wider study.

The spatial distribution by weight class show remarkable clusters of larger fish at the two

extremities of the study region with gradadons of weight proceedmg into the middle of the area.

Streams of larger fish arc noticed along the shelf-brcak and outer ofiFshore regions. The

observation of catches of large fish ofFNSW in winter is hypothesised to be due to the increased

productivity associated with the deep stirring of cooler waters by eneigetic eddies which is targeted

by the large fish which migrate in the deep cooler waters up to that region.

Statistically, distributions of CPUE do not appear to be enhanced with moonphase although there

is greater concentration of effort following the new moon and just before fall moon with

consequently greater overall catches during these periods of mtensified effort. However mean

values of CPUE, and average weights, do show a trend with highest catches occurring at the full

moon phase, particularly the waxing phase. Whilst these increases are relatively small, they imply

that a bias in such stadstics as the mean is bemg introduced by an increase m the outliers of high

catch rates during the full moon phase. This is mterpreted as bemg due to an enhanced aggregation

of larger fish during the fall moon phase.

Yearly catch rates, and average weights, of SBT off eastern and southern Tasmania do appear to

relate to the Southern Oscillation Index. Warm phases of SOI, when the mdex is negative and

conditions off eastern Australia are relatively cool, are accompanied by increase catch rates and

smaller fish, and vice-versa for the cool phase of SOI.
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A variety of measures of the spatial structure of the environment were calculated from the satellite

images of SST. Of these, the spatial structure, as measured by the principal angle of correlation,

was found to be influenced by the extent of warm, or cold, water masses in the regions.

Significant correlation was also noted between the extent ofwami/cold water masses (as measured

by the median temperature) and the coherence of the spatial structire. The lack of significant

correlation between CPUE for small SBT (under 25kg) and the spatial stmcture variables, as

opposed to some significant correlation with the variance of CPUE, indicates that the relative

success, or otherwise, of catch rates are more consistently related to some environmental factors.

The corollary inference is that variations ofCPUE, at least for the years analysed (1990-1995) are

influenced by factors other than those environmental factors used, or by other intrinsic variations

occurring outside the fishing zone analysed.

In conclusion, there are substantial temporal and spatial variations m CPUE as well as the size of

SET. Of these variations, spatial temperature variations m the study zone, in association with

bafhymetry, appear to influence the general spatial distribution of CPUE and size of SBT. Catch

rates and size of SBT off eastern and southern Tasmania are significantly correlated with the

Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), opening the possibility of predicting catch rates through

forecasts of the SOI index. A wider study examining the downstream effects of the western

surface fishery off WA and SA is recommended to examme the impacts of regional variations m

fishing activities. There is a noticeable increase in catch rates with full moon, particularly the

waxing phase. Overall, the changes m mean catch rates with moonphase are small and reflect a

bias by outliers of large catch rates which are inferred as bemg due to enhanced aggregations

during fall moon. Observations of large SBT in the northern section of the fishing zone appear to

be related to the unique energetic oceanic conditions off southern NSW. However temporal

variation m CPUE fi-om 1990-1995 do not appear to be significantly correlated with the chosen

environmental factors although the variance of CPUE is correlated to the extent of wann/cold

water masses. The consistency of CPUE, rather than CPUE itself, appears to be more strongly

influenced by local environmental factors.
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Reports prepared by Mr Russell Bradford, CSIRO Division of Marine Research

14.1. Analysis of Observer Reports 19 April to 18 July 1994 CTasmanian Wnter
Season)

Due to a change in Ihe format of the observer reports much of the detail regarding the gear has

been omitted. For the most part the gear was described as:

"...typical longlme equipment, (see AFZ Observer Program Guide Manual issued May 1992

for details)."

Similarly, the data sheets detailing the targeting methods used and the relative unportance of each

method have been omitted from the AFZ Observer Reports. For these reasons the analysis of the

reports for the 1994 winter season oS eastern Tasmania should be viewed with caution.

A total of 13 observers participated in monitoring the activities of the longline fleet during the

1994 Tasmanian whiter season. On average each observer spent 11.8 (± 0.6 d) days on each vessel

visited, with 10.7 (±0.6 d) of those days spent fishing. The shortest cmise was of 4 days duration;

the longest 18 days.

Gear

The average mainline length (132 ± 4.9 km, n = 5) appears to be slightly longer than that reported

in previous years (128.5 km). However, the variation between the minimum and maxunum values

is much lower with mainline lengths ranging between 120 and 144 km during the 1994 winter

season. Some dififerences were noted for several aspects of the fishmg gear and techniques (Table

3). For example, the number of snoods varied between five and seven in previous years compared

with the six to nme snoods per basket in 1994. Snood length, the minimum depth fished and the

average soak time were less in 1994 than reported during earlier cruises (Table 3). However, the

average maximum hook depth was greater in 1994 compared with the previous years (Table 3).

Bait

The bait types most commonly used were: squid (and occasionally squid lures), mackerel (sluny,

blue, mackerel scad, Indonesian, silver and jack), pilchard (Jq)anese, Pemvian) and mitkfish.

Squid was most commonly used on the first hook (i.e. shallowest hook), with 21 of the observers

reporting the use ofsquid, 5 reporting mackerel and 4 pilchard on the shallow hook. However, the

last hook (also shallow) was baited more evenly with squid and mackerel; the ratio being 13 :11.
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•Table 14-3 Changes in the gear setup between the 1994 SBT winter season and the previous
reports

Snood length (m)

Ave min hook depth (m)

Ave max hook depth (m)

Ave soak time (h)

mean

34.63

60.1

132.3

3.95

1994

SE

1.2

3.4

5.0

0.2

n

19

28

29

20

pre 1994

mean

36.3

67.8

124.5

4.5

Indicator Rankings

Sea surface temperature was given as the most unportant indicator of where to set the lines (Table

4), however, the direction and position of setting within the Tasmanian sector is largely controlled

by the space allocated to a particular vessel. As in previous years not all indicators are used by

every fishing master. Table 4 lists the relative importance of the each of the indicators. Of note, the

category "other ranked higher in 1994 than previously. The change m the format of the AFMA

reports does not include a defined area for the reporting of SBT target indicators; therefore, the

number of reports supplying this information has been reduced in the 1994 season.

•Table 14-4 Average rank of SBT target indicators listed in AFMA Observer reports.

Indicator

sea surface temperature

"other"

currents and eddies

bottom topography

baitfish

upwelling

moon phase

whales and dolphins

birdlife

Averaged Rankmg

1.2

1.9

2.3

2.6

2.9

3.4

3.6

n

24

16

6

8

4

5

5

0

0

Included m the observer reports for 1994 was the catch per unit efifort (CPUE) observed. The

observed CPUE was widely spread, rangmg between 134 to 452 kg-1000 hooks. Average CPUE,

275.6 kg' 1000 hooks (±16.2), more accurately reflects the true CPUE of a cruise as minimum and

maximum CPUE (observed) are affected by the number of days spent fishing/observmg. For

example the highest observed CPUE (452 kg-1000 hooks) occurred on a four day cruise.

Conclusion
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The AFMA observer reports for the 1994 winter season do not change the conclusions derived

from the previous reports. In fact, the 1994 reports support and enforce the findmg that the

previous experience of the fishing master and the collective knowledge of fhe fleet may be

underestimated in the ranking of the indicator categories for the targeting of southern bluefin tma.

Tasmanian summer season TSS)-1/1 1/92 to 31/1/93

Tasmanian wmter season fTWS)-15/5/93 to 31/7/93

14.2. Summary of AFZ Observer Program Cruise Reports: Japanese Style Longline
Tuna Fishing in the Australian Fishing Zone. 1 November 1992-31 July 1993.
Report AA93(1). Dated 1st September, 1993

Summary report 1/11/92 to 31/7/93:

Fishing procedure:

Average length oflonglme 155 km.

Most vessels used tetron Ime.

Average diameter oflongline was 6.9mm

Buoy lines ranged from 10 - 23m averaging 12.2m

In TWS number of different branchlmes averaged 2.86 (3.7 for TSS)

Total length ofbranchlines ranged between 29 - 50m, average 33.5 for TWS (42.5 m for TSS).

No. hooks^ranchlmes between buoys almost always 6 or 7.

Hook depth ranged between 21 - 230m for TWS (45 - 159 m for TSS)

Most common baits: squid, mackerel, silver mackerel, jack mackerel, sardine/pilchard, milkfish.

Squid most commonly on first and last hooks (shallowest).

Squid lures more prevalent this year with some success noted.

Targeting:

Thermoclines/sea surface temperatures noted as most important

Historical records and communication with other vessels in the area were highly rated.

Combination of bottom topography, upwelling, and baitfish were additional targeting aspects,

particularly for TWS.

Hook depth occasionally adjusted prior to full moon.

Hook/bait soakage tune was generally a minimum of 4 h.

Setting pattern mitially N-S or S-N in a straight line 2 - 3 nm apart.

Line setting commonly at 10 -11.5 kn; hauling at 2 - 5kn.
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Once more room was available to fish (June/July) "L"-shaped setting pattern became more

prevalent.

Note was made that when a warm (15°C) frontal boundary passed a longline vessel the catch of

SBT dramatically mcreased up to 2752 kg for the haul; reportedly the largest amount taken for the

night in Tasmanian waters.

14.3. Summary of AFS Observer Cruise Reports for the 1991 Tasmanian Tuna
Season. AFZ, Area 'G'

Dated: 19 September 1991.

Common hook set-ups varied from 5 to 7 per buoy.

Common bait types: squid, mackercl, pilchard, ti-evally.

Artificial lures used in some instances.

Vessels appeared to target thennoclmes where the sea surface temperature was 15 -16 °C.

Hook/Bait soakage time was generally a minimum of 4 h.

Setting pattern mitially N-S or S-N in a straight line 2 to 3 nm sapsat.

Setting was at 10 12 nm; hauling at 4 -7 nm.

14.4. AFZ Observer Program Annual Report for the 1990 - 91 Australian Tuna
Season, 12th February, 1992

Report: AA90-91(3)

Five to eight hooks per buoy, often seven.

Common bait types: squid, horse or jack mackercl, mackerel, sardine, pilchards.

Artificial baits were occasionally used with limited success.

Water temperature was used to target fheimoclmes or cooler upwellings near seamounts.

Fishing master's intentions were to target the area of turbulence created by upwellmgs along

contours.

In Tasmanian waters vessels targeted areas of current convergence; where warm East Coast waters

met cooler southern waters often causing sharp Ihemioclines.

Most common longline material 7-8 mm black (or pink) Kuralon.

Average longline length was 98 km; ranging from 80 - 150 km.

Setting was generally straight although "L"-shaped patterns were relatively frequent,
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Setting commenced between 0100 - 0900; soak time usually around 4 h.

14.5. Summary of AFZ Observer Cruise Reports for the 1 990-91 East and West Coast
Tuna Season, 12th February, 1992

Report: AA90-91(2) - Little about fishing around Tasmania

Line setting commenced around 0100 - 0600 h.

Common hook set-up was 5 -8 hooks per buoy; often ^, deepest hook set at ~ 150m.

Common bait types: squid, horse or jack mackerel, mackerel, sardine, pilchards.

Squid found in stomach contents of tuna more often around a full moon.

Squid was also more often used on the hooks m the shallowest settings.

Sea surface temperature was used to target theimoclines or cooler upwellings near seamounts.

Vessels worked in waters where the surface temperature was 18-26 °C, but mamly 22-24 °C.

Setting pattern was generally straight although "L"-shaped pattern was relatively frequent.

Most common type of material was 7-8mm black (or puik) Kuralon.

Average length oflongline was 1 14 km; rangmg between 80-150km.

Line setting conducted at 9-1 Ikn was between 0100 to 0600 h; hoo^ait soakage was usually a

minimum of 4h.

14.6. Summary of AFZ Observer Program Cruise Reports: Japanese Style Longline
Tuna Fishing in the Australian Fishing Zone

Report: AA92(2a); dated 30fh March, 1993.

Vessels fishing m the Tasmanian region generally targeted known fishing grounds.

In the Tasmanian region hooks were set at depths rangmg between 70-150m to target SET.

Six hooks per buoy was the normal pattern.

Setting commenced at 0400-0500 h; hauling at 1600-1730.

Common bait types in the Tasmanian region: squid, jack mackerel, slimy mackerel.

14.7. Consolidation of AFZ Observer SBT Cruise Reports for the 1992 Tasmanian
Tuna Season. May-September 1992

Report: AA92(la).

Fishing commenced on the 15 May 1992
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Fishing initially concentrated south east of Maria Is and eastwards of 148.30 (to 150.30).

Vessels operated in groups, one group setting soufhwards (usually between 0200 - 0900) down to

approx. 44.30S and hauling northwards to about 438 (usually between 1300 - 0100). A second

group of vessels began operatmg northwards of 43S, up to approx 42S. Others were hauling

northwards up to 4 IS.

The longlme was most commonly made of Tetron, average line diameter was 7 mm (ranging

between 5 -8 mm)

Up to four different branchlines were used, however, 3 was the most common.

Total length ofbranchlines ranged between 21 - 42 m, most commonly 30 -36 m.

Ahnost always 6 hooks per buoy.

Common bait species: squid, mackerel, horse mackerel, pilchards.

Squid was retained on hooks for a longer period than other bait types.

Artificial squid lures were used instead of real bait in some instances with some success noted by

observers.

Thermoclines where the surface temperature was 15-17.5 °C were targeted.

Hoo^ait soakage time was generally a minimum of 4 h.

Hook depth was occasionally adjusted prior to a full moon.

Setting pattern was initially N-S or S-N in a straight line 2-3 nm apart.

Line setting was commonly conducted at 9.5 -11.5 kn; hauling at 3 - 7 kn.

The "L"-shaped setting pattern became more prevalent once there was more room for

manoeuvnng.
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•Table 15-1 List of sea-surface temperature images used to determine temperature corresponding to
catches of SBT. The filename is in the format yymmdd where yy is the last two digits of the year,
mm is the month and dd is the day.

891207

900203

900315

900424

900603

900713

900822

901001

901110

901220

910129

910310

910419

910529

910708

910817

910926

911105

911215

920124

920304

920413

920523

920702

920811

920920

921030

921209

930118

930225

930406

930516

930625

930804

930913

931023

931202

940111

940218

940330

940509

940618

891230

900208

900320

900429

900608

900718

900827

901006

901115

901225

910203

910315

910424

910603

910713

910822

911001

911110

911220

920129

920309

920418

920528

920707

920816

920925

921104

921214

930123

930302

930411

930521

930630

930809

930918

931028

931207

940116

940223

940404

940514

940623

900104

900213

900325

900504

900613

900723

900901

901011

901120

901230

910208

910320

910429

910608

910718

910827

911006

911115

911225

920203

920314

920423

920602

920712

920821

920930

921109

921219

930126

930307

930416

930526

930705

930814

930923

931102

931212

940121

940228

940409

940519

940628

900109

900218

900330

900509

900618

900728

900906

901016

901125

910104

910213

910325

910504

910613

910723

910901

911011

911120

911230

920208

920319

920428

920607

920717

920826

921005

921114

921224

930131

930312

930421

930531

930710

930819

930928

931107

931217

940126

940305

940414

940524

940703

900114

900223

900404

900514

900623

900802

900911

901021

901130

910109

910218

910330

910509

910618

910728

910906

911016

911125

920104

920213

920324

920503

920612

920722

920831

921010

921119

921229

930205

930317

930426

930605

930715

930824

931003

931112

931222

940131

940310

940419

940529

940708

900119

900228

900409

900519

900628

900807

900916

901026

901205

910114

910223

910404

910514

910623

910802

910911

911021

911130

920109

920218

920329

920508

920617

920727

920905

921015

921124

930103

930210

930322

930501

930610

930720

930829

931008

931117

931227

940205

940315

940424

940603

940713

900124

900305

900414

900524

900703

900812

900921

901031

901210

910119

910228

910409

910519

910628

910807

910916

911026

911205

920114

920223

920403

920513

920622

920801

920910

921020

921129

930108

930215

930327

930506

930615

930725

930903

931013

931122

940101

940208

940320

940429

940608

940718

900129

900310

900419

900529

900708

900817

900926

901105

901215

910124

910305

910414

910524

910703

910812

910921

911031

911210

920119

920228

920408

920518

920627

920806

920915

921025

921204

930113

930220

930401

930511

930620

930730

930908

931018

931127

940106

940213

940325

940504

940613

940723
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940728

940906

941016

941125

950104

950213

950325

950504

950613

950723

950901

951011

951120

951230

940802

940911

941021

941130

950109

950218

950330

950509

950618

950728

950906

951016

951125

940807

940916

941026

941205

950114

950223

950404

950514

950623

950802

950911

951021

951130

940812

940921

941031

941210

950119

950228

950409

950519

950628

950807

950916

951026

951205

940817

940926

941105

941215

950124

950305

950414

950524

950703

950812

950921

951031

951210

940822

941001

941110

941220

950129

950310

950419

950529

950708

950817

950926

951105

951215

940827

941006

941115

941225

950203

950315

950424

950603

950713

950822

951001

951110

951220

940901

941011

941120

941230

950208

950320

950429

950608

950718

950827

951006

951115

951225
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